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SIX WEEKS OF HORROR

First detailed story of the round-up of Jews in France has reached Fighting
French Headquarters,

The anti-Jewish drive opened in, earnest on the night of July 12 - within

48 hours of the Bastille Day demonstrations which Drought a quarter of a million

patriots into the streets of a dozen towns in Unoccupied France,

The pogrom reached its height in Paris on the 15th and 16th, After two

nights which saw horrors rivalling those of the St, Bartholomew massacres,

28,000 men, women and children were herded into the Parc des Princes and the

Velodrome d’Hiver. The former - a stadium which in happier days was provided
for matches between the Racing Football Club and the Arsenal - was reserved for

women, and the latter for men,

The whole Resources cf the Paris Prefecture of Police were mobilised.

A series of drag-netswere thrown around every street in which Jews were known

to be living, A number of them sought refuge in the, 18th district - the

Montmartre-Clichy quarter which contains anumber of corners into which the

police rarely venture - but in vain.

Many Jews were dragged from their homes* others were ejected from, hospitals.

At the Rothschild hospital, normally reserved for inmates of the concentration

camp at Drancy, a certain Deniker, renowned for his sadism at the Jewish camp of

Compiegne, personally directed the evacuation .with a whip in his hand. Among
the patients who were thrown out of this hospital was a cancer case who had .been

operated on twelve hours before; also a women beside whose bed the police stood

while she was being delivered of a child.

Some of the dreadful scenes which occurred have leaked out. Three hundred

suicides were recorded, Jewesses were seen to throw their babies out of sixth

floor windows and then to jump to death, screaming wildly#

Parisians were infuriated by the spectacle. Whenever possible, the

population helped the Jews and hindered the police, A typical instance is,

described by an eyewitness in the sixteenth district*

"I was in a long queue outside a butcher’s shop”, ho writes, "when a little

girl (aged about 7) came flying down the street, She stepped by the queue and

implored us: 'Please give me some food for Maman, The police are taking her

away '.

"Every woman in that queue took something out of her shopping bag and pressed
it on the little girl, A few minutes later two policemen came down the street

dragging the mother along. Several women stepped from the queue, clasped the

little girl and cried, ’Fear nothing, Madame* we will take care of your daughter.

Nothing will happen to her,'"

The police themselves were revolted by their orders. M. Andre Philip,

Fighting French National Commissioner for the Interior, says that up to date

300 members of the Paris police have been dismissed for "pro-Jewish" tendencies.

Eight highly placed administrators have resigned; their papers have been stamped
"Jewish sympathiser".

The measures are nominally directed against Jews of foreign origin, but

according to reliable sources, many French Jews whose politics are suspect have

also been arrested.

In the Unoccupied zone, Laval is loyally playing his part. He has promised

10,000 Jews to Germany, Many tines that number have been arrested, and at least

10,000 have already been deported from the concentration camps of Gers, Rivesaltes,

Verret, Pau, Perpegnan and Marseille,
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Laval’s policy has aroused violent opposition in the so-called ’’free" zone.

At Nice, Marseille and Lyon, the population -- including many students -- defended
the Jews, abusing the police, demonstrating, and forming protective cordons around

the hunted wretches, The Marseilles Prefecture yesterday'announced that wide-

spread arrests have'been made following "incidents which could have serious

consequences”,

At-midnight on Monday the French underground organisations issued'a joint

appeal to the people of Unoccupied France tooffer "determined opposition,
without provoking or serious disorders”, to the anti-Jewish drive.

This appeal had the backing of the French National Committee in London, and was

rapidly circulated by the B.B.C. and through the usual underground channels in

France,

Finally, the Catholic Church has for the first time taken a firm:stand

against Vichy, The Papal Nuncio, Monseigneur Valerio Valeri, called on Petain

and expressed the displeasure of the Vatican, That such a protest had, in

fact, been made was later; vigorously denied in- official German circles. However,
the Fighting French in London, have received copies of an order from the Vichy

Propaganda Ministry to the French Press which says: ”On no account should mention

be made of the Vatican protest to Marshal Petain in favour of Jews in France”,

French Catholics have demonstrated more than once in the last few days that

they are perfectly aware of the Vatican's attitude. Most courageous reaction

came from the Archbishop of Toulouse, Monseigneur Saliege, who has twice pro-

tested from the pulpit. On Thursday the Toulouse Prefecture intervened to

prevent a repetition cf his sermon delivered at the 8.30 Mass.

The Anti-Jewish drive is probably one of the most unpopular things Laval

has done since he returned tc power, His position, already insecure, is

unlikely to be reinforced by this; latest proof of his subservience to Berlin,
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